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4Media MP4 Converter provides the best and easiest MP4 video converting way to convert 
AVI to MP4, WMV to MP4, MPEG to MP4 and convert MP4 to MP3 for enjoying the fantastic
movies and music on iPod, iPhone, PSP, PS3, Apple TV, Xbox 360, Zune, iRiver PMP,
Creative Zen Vision, Archos, etc.

The conversion of High-Definition videos is highly supported to bring you a more vivid movie
world. Besides converting video and music to MP4, M4A, AAC and MP3, this MP4 video
converter software can also create MP4 video from photos for easier sharing and transferring.
Moreover, this MP4 converter gives you the capacities to take video snapshot, customize
parameters like bit rate and frame rate, split large files, etc. to realize personalized
conversion.

Multithread and batch conversion will make your MP4 converting process faster and easier.
Download 4Media MP4 Converter for Windows to colorize your media life now.

Key Functions

  

Convert various video formats to MP4 video
Watching MP4 videos on digital devices can be easily accomplished by converting all
video files including DivX, MPEG, WMV, MOV, MKV, RM, VOB, 3GP and AVI to MP4
video.

  

Convert High-Definition videos for PS3, Apple TV and Xbox
With the widest range of High-Definition output video formats such as H.264/MPEG-4
AVC, AVCHD (mts, m2ts), MPEG2 TS, HD WMV, etc. in this MP4 video converter,
playing High-Definition movies on your PS3, Apple TV and Xbox becomes easier than
ever before.
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Convert MP4 to MP3 and get music from videos and audios
Extract music files from popular video formats like converting MP4 to MP3, and
converting AAC, WMA, MP3, WAV, OGG, AA3, MP2, APE, CUE, CDA, M4A music
files to M4A, AAC, MP3.

  

Make pictures in BMP, JPG, PNG or GIF format into MP4 video
Watching photos like a slideshow is really amazing. Now, load all photos (BMP, JPG,
PNG and GIF) and convert them to a MP4 video using this MP4 video converter.

Key Features

  Detecting CPU automatically, supporting multithreading conversion, the conversion
speed will be promoted with the better performance of your system.
  With 4Media MP4 Converter, almost all video formats can be converted to MP4
videos so as to match PS3, PSP, iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, Xbox 360, Zune, Archos
AV500, Archos AV700, Archos Gmini402, iRiver PMP, Creative Zen Vision, etc.
  If you own more than one MP4 players, just choose multiple profiles for the same
source to output at one time to meet the needs of multiple players.
  A Bitrate Calculator tool can help you compress a large file to smaller one, and if you
want to keep the quality, try to split it into several smaller ones.
  Set start time and duration to get a segment, choose video size, bit rate, frame rate,
aspect ratio, audio codec, sample rate and so on in this MP4 video converter.
  Load as many video files as you like, and convert them to MP4 movies in batches
with a single click.
  For the convenience of running other important programs, you can run 4Media MP4
Converter in background to lower the priority.
  Set after done action as shutdown, hibernate, standby or exit, and the MP4 converter
will perform the action after conversion finished to save system resource.
  Auto-check for updates in this MP4 video converter will ensure you own all the up-to-
date functions.
  To cater to kinds of mother-tongue users and moods, five languages and three skins
are provided in this MP4 video converter.

 

System Requirements 

OS: Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista
Processor: 1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM: 256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk: 30MB space for installation
Graphic Card: Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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